Attachment is Limitation
Infinity is your Limit
Eternity is your Time
Divinity is your Home

Personal Workout & Retreat

Moling’s Farm
1834 Hoffmaster Rd
Knoxville, MD 21758 USA
August 3 to 5 / 2018.
Contact: Jairo Arciniegas
7036380920

Your time is now

Open your heart to the magic of life.
Release your resistance, unlock your potential, allow perfection to manifest in you.
Give yourself an opportunity of self-expression, self-manifestation, and self-creation.

On this workshop you will find

- Oneness through appreciation
- Meditation as a manifestation of expressions and consciousness
- Profound messages through the channelings of Denise Laberge of Telos worldwide foundation
- Personal Healing
- Group and personal therapy
- Group nutrition and food preparation
- Multi-dimensional connection and identification
- Connection with Nature
- The power within you
- Charing with others experience

If you are interested, you belong to this workshop. Don’t miss this opportunity.
Agenda

During these 3 days we will follow our intuition and listen to our hearts. We will also take time to connect with nature and the elementals. There will be exercises to develop our intuition, listen to our hearts, and develop personal joy.

Each day, we will walk the land – weather permitting – to reconnect with nature. We will practice developing a magical connection with life.

Day One – 9:00 AM  WELCOME
Personal presentation of the participants
Group integration

Day One – 10:00 AM  Preparation and tune up
Release of tensions exercise
Personal intentions of the retreat
Walking Meditation on the Chartres labyrinth

Day One  11:00 AM  Channeling

Day One  12:00 PM  Food preparation and Lunch – Cook your own meal - Group Work

Day One  2:00 PM  Connections
Awareness Nature walk
Working with your senses
Self-observation and state of presence

Day One  3:30 PM  Channeling

Day One  4:30 PM  Questions & Sharing
Day Two  
9:00 AM  
Healing Day

Set intentions for the day  
Fears and Emotions  
Personal work  
What we need to Heal  
Problem Identification

Day Two  
11:00 AM  
Channeling  

Day Two  
12:00 AM  
Food preparation and Lunch – Cook your own meal - Group Work

Day Two  
2:00 PM  
Origins inner work

Why we are having this experience  
Origin of the problem  
Healing process  
Reiki

Day Two  
3:30 PM  
Channeling

Day Two  
4:30 PM  
Questions & Sharing

Day Three – 9:00 AM  
Creation Day

Feel the power within you.  
Set your intention for the day.  
We are living in a universe filled with energy-frequencies  
If you can imagine a project and feel it, then you can manifest that project in association with the Universe. Joy and Trust are magical frequencies. Asking with a joyful and trusting heart opens all the doors of the universe

Day Three  
11:00 AM  
Channeling

Day Three  
12:00 AM  
Food preparation and Lunch - cook your own meal - Group Work

Day Three  
2:00 PM  
Multidimensional level - Ascension

Day Three  
4:30 PM  
Questions & Sharing
Fireflies and Sky Watching

During the night you can enjoy a Fireflies night experience and a sky watching. At 9:00 PM We will put down the lights for you to experience and appreciate watching the most beautiful open sky, mixing with thousands of fireflies' magical dance a unique natural gift.

Rates

$ 250 Three-day retreat, Vegetarian Lunch – Cook your own meal - vegetables, salad, tee, snacks and water included, Bring some additional food to chare.

Cook your own meal experience – Unique group work involvement. Is an interacting work where you can learn nutrition tips, how to make a vegetarian meal, new recipes, community work, and relax communication from the experiences of each others participants

$ 45 per day accommodation (sharing bedroom), Include Breakfast and Vegetarian Dinner

$25 per day / person camping space, include breakfast and Vegetarian Dinner

Make a Reservation (Please attach Name, Address, Email, Phone #, Comments, special needs)